As super-resolution optical microscopies are beginning to mature and are demonstrating their value for live cell imaging applications, a number of technical issues are becoming quite apparent[@b1][@b2][@b3][@b4][@b5][@b6]. In particular, depending on the specific super-resolution optical modality available, certain trade-offs with respect to sample preparation or the use of fluorescent stains need to be made. Some techniques, such as single molecule localization microscopy, provide very high spatial resolution but require rather long overall signal accumulation times by collecting several thousands of frames to achieve their high resolution. Other techniques, e.g. three-dimensional structured illumination microscopy (3D-SIM) and derivatives thereof, are fast or can be utilized in a fast acquisition mode[@b7][@b8][@b9], but this is often bought at a higher, but still limited spatial resolution. Most applications, however, in particular live cell imaging applications require both, namely a rapid search mode that enables the identification of cells/areas of interest, which can then be followed by more time-consuming, higher resolution microscopy of the relevant features.

One way by which such a search mode can be achieved is using a conventional fluorescence microscopy platform in combination with an integrated super-resolution modality. Here, the conventional mode is used to rapidly survey a sample, to identify locations of interest, and to then revisit them with super-resolution microscopy. If, however, the targets of interest in the study are only present at dimensions well below the optical diffraction limit, then a combination of super-resolution techniques is needed, where one modality provides the ability to rapidly survey the sample, ideally in multiple color channels, which can then easily be switched to an even higher resolving technique if needed. Cellular fenestrations in liver sinusoidal endothelial cells (LSEC) present such a challenging target. The size of fenestrations, i.e. trans-cytoplasmic pores with a diameter between 50--200 nm, is well below the optical resolution limit, making them impossible to see with conventional optical microscopy[@b10][@b11]. LSECs are specialized endothelial cells lining the blood vessels (sinusoids) that permeate the liver. These cells contain a large number of such fenestrations, which in essence act as molecular sieves between the blood and the underlying hepatocytes. LSECs retain blood cells in the vessels, while molecules, such as metabolites, plasma proteins, pharmaceutical drugs, lipoproteins, and smaller viruses (\<200 nm) can pass this barrier[@b10]. Despite their physiological importance, very little is known about the dynamics and function of fenestrations in LSECs because of their small size and a lack of specific markers[@b12]. These structures are typically arranged in "sieve plates", i.e. assemblies of fenestrations in regions where LSECs are extremely thin (approx. 300 nm on average) and where neighboring fenestrations are believed to be separated by actin fibers[@b13]. 3D-SIM has recently been used to image fenestrations in sieve plates in fixed LSECs and to correlate them with other membrane structures, such as membrane proteins and lipid rafts[@b14][@b15]. More recently, single molecule localization microscopy, i.e. *direct* stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (*d*STORM) was used to image fenestrations at even higher optical resolution[@b16]. The combination of both, however, in order to take advantage of the specific strengths of each technique, has not yet been utilized.

Few attempts at multi-modal super-resolution microscopy have been demonstrated so far. Matsuda *et al*. used a 3D-SIM optical platform to acquire data for single molecule localization microscopy[@b17]. Rossberger *et al*. combined SIM and single molecule localization microscopy into a single platform and demonstrated this by imaging identical regions of H3K293 cells[@b18]. Most recently, Hamel *et al*. used 3D-SIM to obtain multi-color SIM data and compare them with the higher resolution obtained by single molecule localization microscopy[@b19].

Here, we demonstrate the ability of a single optical platform to rapidly search, survey, and stitch large sample areas for relevant feature sizes in multi-color operation on freshly isolated fixed rat LSECs. Once areas with sieve plates are identified, the illumination and acquisition mode of the microscope is switched to *d*STORM to revisit these locations and enable the acquisition of images of the LSEC cytoskeleton and fenestrations with up to 20 nm optical resolution. The combination of both methods enable us to also directly compare areas imaged by two different super-resolution modalities, which ultimately enables us to reveal the close association between the LSEC cytoskeleton and the plasma membrane.

Results
=======

To evaluate the ability of our setup to perform 3D-SIM and *d*STORM imaging of multiply stained samples, we stained fixed rat LSECs with 4 different fluorophores. We stained the nucleus with DAPI, actin filaments with Phalloidin-Alexa488, membranes with CellMask Orange and microtubules with an anti β-tubulin antibody visualized by using a secondary antibody coupled to Alexa647. This fluorophore is well suited for *d*STORM imaging and it was chosen for single molecule localization microscopy on an existing commercial 3D-SIM platform as it did not require the addition of specific hardware modules[@b16][@b20][@b21][@b22][@b23]. This is further facilitated by the 642 nm diode laser in our setup providing the highest intensity compared to the other available lasers (300 mW vs 100 mW). High excitation intensities are a prerequisite for successful *d*STORM image reconstruction. Fortuitously, the mounting medium "Vectashield" (Vector Labs) which is commonly used in 3D-SIM applications, enables excellent blinking behavior of Alexa647[@b24]. The outcome of our 3D-SIM followed by *d*STORM imaging experiment when applied to the tubulin cytoskeleton in LSECs is shown in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}.

[Figure 1A](#f1){ref-type="fig"} shows the 4-color maximum intensity projection of a 3D-SIM reconstruction of a 750 nm thick z stack of an entire LSEC. The membrane stain (white) delineates the plasma membrane of the cell. Actin filaments (green) are evident as networks throughout the cytosol and at the cell's circumference. Microtubules, here visualized by the staining of tubulin (magenta), are arranged in nicely separated filaments spanning the cell. The nucleus was stained with DAPI (blue). To better visualize the tubulin network we isolated the color channel in which the fluorescence of the stained tubulin fibers was collected as recorded by 3D-SIM ([Fig. 1B](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) and the same image as recorded by *d*STORM ([Fig. 1C](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). As will be explained in detail further below, the *d*STORM image is obtained in a selective plane-type illumination mode by projecting a highly inclined laminated optical sheet (HiLo) into the sample[@b25]. Consequently, in thicker parts of the cell not all of the entire volume of the cell is subject to fluorescence excitation in *d*STORM mode. To better compare the ability of both super-resolution microscopy modes to precisely register the same lateral sample location and to compare their respective spatial resolutions, we also show an enlarged overlay of the areas highlighted by dashed-line boxes in these images ([Fig. 1D,E](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). It should be noted that compared to most *d*STORM images that are shown in the literature and which are collected by total internal reflection-excited fluorescence (TIRF), the *d*STORM images shown here are obtained in ringTIRF illumination mode. RingTIRF continuously excites the sample from all directions to ensure a more even illumination of the sample, which further improves the performance of this system for single molecule localization analysis. Also, please note that none of the *d*STORM images shown in this paper used true TIRF illumination, where the illumination arrives at the sample at an angle beyond the angle of total internal reflection. Instead, an angle just below the angle of total internal reflection was chosen to create HiLo illumination.

Because of the excellent staining of sieve plates by the fluorescent stain Vybrant DiD (see [Suppl. Fig. S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) we next evaluated its potential for multimodal imaging by 3D-SIM and *d*STORM. This is shown in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, where an entire LSEC was first imaged by 3D-SIM ([Fig. 2A,C](#f2){ref-type="fig"}), and then by *d*STORM ([Fig. 2B,D](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). [Figure 2C,D](#f2){ref-type="fig"} show enlarged views of the areas highlighted in [Fig. 2A,B](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. The significantly improved spatial resolution of the fenestrations by *d*STORM can easily be seen by this direct comparison. It should, however, again be noted that the 3D-SIM reconstructions are obtained after maximum intensity z-projection of the entire cell, whereas the *d*STORM image picks a specific vertical plane within the cell due to the HiLo excitation scheme and is therefore not obstructed by contributions from other vertical planes within the sample.

To demonstrate the ability of 3D-SIM to rapidly create a large super-resolved overview of a sample, [Fig. 3A](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows seven 3D-SIM images of several multi-color labeled LSECs, stitched together using Fiji[@b26] to provide an overview of all cells within a specific sample location (see [Suppl. Fig. S2A](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the stiching pattern of this image). This is particularly important because 3D-SIM is limited in its maximum field of view by the objective lens that is used to create the illumination pattern at the sample. Moving sample locations by approx. 40 μm laterally enables us to rapidly acquire images with a small overlap that can then be stitched together to a single overview image. To present the stitched images as a homogeneous single image, areas that were not imaged in this mode were replaced by a black background. For comparison, [Fig. S2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows the same image with the individual 3D-SIM images outlined by dashed lines. The final image is then used to identify areas of interest for high-resolution *d*STORM imaging, which is considerably more time-consuming than 3D-SIM. Here, our specific area of interest, i.e. a collection of sieve plates, is outlined by the dashed box in [Fig. 3A](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. To permit a direct comparison, [Fig. 3B](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows an enlarged view of the region of interest in the 3D-SIM image, while [Fig. 3C](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows the subsequently acquired *d*STORM image. [Figure 3D](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows an even smaller part of the tubulin channel in the 3D-SIM image, compared to the same region imaged by *d*STORM ([Fig. 3E](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Line sections in these images are identified and shown in [Fig. 3F](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. As becomes apparent by this direct comparison, *d*STORM reproduces the tubulin fibers with much finer structural detail owing to its high spatial resolution. Of particular note is that in some locations *d*STORM reproduces the tubulin fibers as double-track structures of about 40 nm width (see [Fig. 3E](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), because the thin illumination sheet used for *d*STORM excitation more efficiently excites the fluorophores attached to either side of tubulin by the primary-secondary antibody system rather than the fluorophores that are attached along the vertical direction[@b27][@b28].

To determine whether there is a connection between the actin cytoskeleton and the plasma membrane of the fenestrations we directly compared super-resolution fluorescence images collected by both super-resolution microscopy modalities ([Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). [Figure 4A](#f4){ref-type="fig"} is a large multi-color image of several stitched 3D-SIM measurements with a total size of 125 μm × 105 μm (see [Suppl. Fig. S2B](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the stiching pattern of this image). The nuclei (DAPI, blue), actin filaments (Phalloidin-Alexa488, green) and the plasma membrane (Vybrant DiD, magenta) are shown in this overview. [Figure 4B](#f4){ref-type="fig"} shows an enlargement of the region of interest (ROI) highlighted in [Fig. 4A](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, representing two LSECs in close contact. Fenestrations are arranged in sieve plates as visualized by the membrane stain in the 3D-SIM image. The actin filament is highly resolved and appears to surround the fenestrations. The same ROI was also imaged by *d*STORM ([Fig. 4C](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). A further enlarged part of the 3D-SIM image is shown in [Fig. 4D](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. [Figure 4F](#f4){ref-type="fig"} depicts a direct overlay of the actin channel of the 3D-SIM image in [Fig. 4D](#f4){ref-type="fig"} with the corresponding *d*STORM image. The line sections in [Fig. 4E,G](#f4){ref-type="fig"} compare the actin and membrane channels of just 3D-SIM, and 3D-SIM with dSTORM, respectively. Actin co-localizes well with the membrane stain as seen by *d*STORM, while the 3D-SIM membrane signal lacks spatial resolution. The 3D nature of the 3D-SIM data can be seen more clearly in [Suppl. Movie 1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Discussion
==========

By extending the capabilities of a commercial 3D-SIM setup (DeltaVision\|OMX v4 BLAZE, GE Healthcare, Amersham, UK) we were able to apply two different, but complementary super-resolution techniques, 3D-SIM and *d*STORM, to the same sample for comparative analysis of LSEC ultrastructures. This was accomplished without any physical modifications to the "off the shelf" microscope. *d*STORM image acquisition was performed using TIRF/HiLo excitation as it is typically conducted on custom-built STORM/PALM setups. A particular challenge is the fact that single molecule based localization microscopy becomes very difficult to implement using the low laser power provided by the commercial platform resulting in a laser power density at the sample of less than 0.5 kW/cm^2^. This is approximately two fold less than what is typically required for successful *d*STORM reconstructions with home-built setups. Depending on the fluorophore, a certain minimum laser power is needed to enhance the photoswitching rate of the fluorophores in order to adjust the blinking rate in one frame[@b21][@b23][@b29]. With distinct cellular structures such as microtubules, *d*STORM imaging can be achieved more readily because the labeling density is restricted to just a single optical plane (for very flat cells). Accordingly, our resulting images showed highly resolved tubulin structures ([Figs 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) that were well defined in isolated filaments but slightly less so at points where crossing filaments overlap.

In order to investigate structures with negative image contrast by *d*STORM, such as fenestrations in the cellular plasma membrane, on the other hand, the sample has to be stained with a dye coverage that is as uniform and dense as possible to avoid potential artifacts such as non-existing holes that might appear due to spotty membrane staining. We previously showed that CellMask Deep Red (CMDR) is a useful membrane stain for this application[@b16] (to the best of our knowledge there are no specific markers for LSEC fenestrations). Imaging a densely labeled cellular membrane can be compared to imaging an extended 2D structure. Each fluorophore has multiple neighboring fluorophores, increasing the likelihood of overlapping single molecule emissions in single frames. Unless multi-emitter fitting algorithms are employed to analyze such data, these overlaps between blinking events of single molecules need to be avoided by appropriately adjusting the laser exposure power. Although CMDR is an excellent plasma membrane stain, well suited for fixed and live cell experiments, it leads to high background contributions from regions outside the cell. In this paper we show that Vybrant DiD labeling of membranes is better suited for *d*STORM acquisitions ([Suppl. Fig. S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). With this fluorophore, 50% of the full laser power of our 642 nm diode laser was sufficient to induce appropriate blinking rates of the fluorophore. If required, Vybrant DiD can be activated using 405 nm or 488 nm in order to adjust the density of blinking emitters in a single frame. DiD appears to be highly specific for cell membranes and thus shows extremely low background contributions. In the 3D-SIM vs. *d*STORM comparison of Vybrant DiD stained LSECs the 3D-SIM reconstructed super-resolution image clearly depicts fenestrations arranged in sieve plates. Only the area in the immediate vicinity of the nucleus lacks fenestrations (see [Fig. 2A,C](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). A clear resolution gain can be observed in the corresponding *d*STORM image. Although the cell was illuminated at a slightly inclined angle in HiLo mode, the *d*STORM reconstruction (which does not use cylindrical lens-induced astigmatism to enable 3D reconstruction) produces a pure 2D image. Here, Vybrant DiD labeling shows excellent membrane specificity and appears to be devoid of background contributions ([Fig. 2B,D](#f2){ref-type="fig"}).

Ideally a comparative analysis of 3D-SIM and *d*STORM would use a switching buffer system that is suitable for both super-resolution methods, especially since the chemical environment is crucial for facilitating successful *d*STORM reconstructions. Most measurements are therefore conducted using Oxygen Scavenging System (OSS) buffers. For 3D-SIM imaging, Vectashield is the preferred mounting medium mostly due to its well suited index of refraction that enables aberration-reduced imaging of cells. On the other hand it turns out that Vectashield also works well with several different dyes (e.g. Alexa647, DiD, etc.) to enable single molecule based localization microscopy[@b24]. Another advantage of using Vectashield is that the mounted samples are more photostable than with aqueous OSS-buffers. Even weeks after mounting, DiD showed a photoswitching behavior comparable to that of freshly prepared samples (data not shown).

The combination of two super-resolution optical modalities on the same setup fuses the great practical abilities of 3D-SIM, which makes it so attractive for rapid multi-color bioimaging, with the significantly higher spatial resolution of *d*STORM. 3D-SIM enables fast (0.5 s for a 0.8 μm stack) three-dimensional measurements with a lateral spatial resolution of about 100 nm in up to 4 different color channels. It allows for rapid scanning of large sample areas with subsequent image stitching in software to compose large super-resolved overview images. After pre-scanning samples with SIM, *d*STORM imaging of selected ROIs permits us to revisit select sample locations with even higher spatial resolution. In our commercial system, the built-in autofocus unit supports the stability in the vertical direction to avoid drift, while drift in the lateral direction could be corrected afterwards in the reconstruction software[@b30]. Remarkably, multi-color staining of LSECs clearly shows that microtubuli appear to surround and separate sieve plates (see [Fig. 3B](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), while actin filaments surround each fenestrae within a sieve plate (see [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). This further confirms the hypothesis that the cytoskeleton is of great importance for either stabilizing or even defining fenestrations in LSECs[@b10]. From the *d*STORM/3D-SIM overlay image and corresponding line sections shown in [Fig. 4D--G](#f4){ref-type="fig"} it can be seen that actin filaments appear to form a scaffold structure that surrounds and possibly supports the fenestrations. Microtubuli create borders for fenestrations that assemble in sieve plates, while actin appears to stabilize the membrane which is extremely thin in these areas.

Conclusions
===========

We have demonstrated that the combined use of two super-resolution optical microscopy modalities, 3D-SIM and *d*STORM, enables us to observe the sub-diffraction sized LSEC fenestrations with great detail down to 20 nm. This allows us to directly compare the ultrastructure of the cytoskeleton and the plasma membrane with the highest possible optical resolution. Current protocols do not lead to 100% purity in LSECs isolation. Other liver cell types are typically contaminating the LSEC cultures. Imaging cells by 3D-SIM is significantly faster in acquisition and leaner in data volume than *d*STORM. Therefore, rapid identification of LSECs by 3D-SIM according to the presence and morphology of fenestrations could be a useful means for finding and confirming the identity of LSECs, especially for future live cell studies. The vast rapid survey of plated cells by 3D-SIM can then be followed by subsequent *d*STORM analysis at even higher spatial resolution. Interestingly, this combination also enables us to directly compare cellular structures that were imaged by different microscopy methods, where, under certain circumstances a lower-resolving, but faster, three-dimensional, and multicolor imaging method, such as 3D-SIM can provide added value for the analysis of the connection between different cellular constituents.

3D-SIM is capable of fast acquisitions that are suited for live cell imaging (up to \<0.5 s per image). Live observations of the dynamics of actin / tubulin filaments, fenestrations and entire sieve plates will significantly contribute to our understanding of their respective functions and the correlation between them[@b31]. By combining two super-resolution imaging modalities it will e.g. be possible to first image the dynamics of living LSECs in multi-color 3D-SIM mode, followed by *in-situ* fixation of the sample and subsequent recording of the same cells at even higher spatial resolution by *d*STORM. This will provide us with an initial approach allowing us to overcome one of the current limitations of super-resolution microscopy, i.e. the combination of rapid live cell imaging of cellular processes with the highest spatial resolution possible.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Materials
---------

Reagents included Type 1 A Collagenase (Sigma Chemical, St. Louis, MO \#C2674,) RPMI (Gibco Invitrogen \#11875-093), CellMask Deep Red Plasma Membrane Stain, Invitrogen, \#C10046 Mouse monoclonal Anti-β-Tubulin antibody, SIGMA, T8328 Alexa Fluor® 647 F(ab')2 Fragment of Goat Anti-Mouse IgG (H + L), Invitrogen, A-21237, Lot\# 1094366 CellMask Orange 5 mg/ml, Invitrogen, C10045, Lot\# 1159930 Alexa Fluor 488 -- phalloidin 300 u in 1.5 ml Methanol, Invitrogen, A12379, Lot\# 1120408 Vybrant DiD cell-labeling solution 1 mM, Invitrogen, V22887, Lot\# 1046290 VECTASHIELD Mounting Medium with DAPI, Vector Laboratories, H-1200, Collagen and Fibronectin were purchased from Sigma Chemical.

Isolation and culture of LSECs
------------------------------

Sprague Dawley male rats (Scanbur BK, Sollentuna, Sweden) were kept under standard conditions and fed standard chow ad libitum (Scanbur, Nittedal, Norway). The experimental protocols were approved by the Norwegian National Animal Research Authority (NARA) in accordance with the Norwegian Animal Experimental and Scientific Purposes Act of 1986. All experiments were performed in accordance with relevant approved guidelines and regulations. The rats (body wt 150--300 g) were anesthetized with a mixture of medetomidin (Domitor vet, Orion, Turku, Finland) and ketamine (Ketalar, Pfizer, New York, NY) and LSECs were isolated and purified as described[@b32] and plated on fibronectin coated \#1.5 coverslips for 3 h in RPMI-1640. The LSECs were then fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and 0.02 M sucrose, pH 7.2 for 15 min, and stored under PBS. Following fixation the cells were prepared for visualization using 3D-SIM and *d*STORM.

Fluorescent staining of LSECs and imaging buffers
-------------------------------------------------

The fixed samples were washed with PBS. For [Figs 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} the LSECs were permeabilised for 90 s with 0.5% Triton-X100 and washed 2--3 times with PBS. Non-specific binding sites were blocked by incubating the cells for 90 min with 5% BSA in PBS at 4 °C. The cells were incubated with the primary antibody (mouse anti beta-tubulin, 1:400) for 2 h at RT, then washed 3 times for 10 min with 0.1% PBS Tween-20. The secondary antibody (anti mouse AlexaFluor647, 1:400) was applied overnight at 4 °C. The staining solution was removed and washing steps with 0.1% PBS Tween-20 (3 times for 10 min) and PBS followed. The phalloidin AlexaFluor488 (1:40) and CellMask Orange (1:2000) were applied together for 20 min at 4 °C. Cells were washed with PBS and post-fixed with 4% PFA for 10 min, followed by a PBS washing step.

The LSECs in [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} were incubated with phalloidin AlexaFluor488 (1:40) and Vybrant DiD (1:100) overnight at 4 °C. All samples were mounted in Vectashield containing DAPI and sealed with nail polish. For [Suppl. Figure S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, LSECs were stained with CellMask Deep Red (1:2000), or Vybrant DiD (1:200) for 20 min at RT, respectively. For [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} LSECs were stained with Vybrant DiD (1:200) for 20 min at RT. After removing the dye and rinsing each sample 3 times with PBS, these samples were mounted with a reservoir of an oxygen scavenging system including MEA[@b22].

Super resolution imaging of LSECs
---------------------------------

3D-SIM images of LSECs were acquired on a commercial structured illumination microscope (DeltaVision\|OMXv4.0 BLAZE, GE Healthcare) and reconstructed using the SoftWorX package from GE Healthcare. To achieve even higher spatial resolution of microtubules and fenestrations we used single molecule localization microscopy of conventional fluorophores (direct Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Microscopy - *d*STORM) on the same setup by changing the illumination mode from structured illumination to ring-TIRF (total internal reflection fluorescence excitation), albeit at an angle just below the critical angle to obtain a highly inclined laminated optical sheet (HiLo) illumination mode.

To enable their controlled blinking, the AlexaFluor647 and DiD molecules were excited with a 642 nm laser and recovered from the dark state either with a weak 405 nm or 488 nm laser. The 642 nm laser power was set for Alexa647 at 100% and for DiD at 50% such that the density of the fluorophores in the fluorescent state is as high as possible while still being well separated to enable single molecule localization. Typical excitation laser power densities were approximately 0.25--0.5 kW/cm^2^. The acquisition time was 10--30 ms per frame and 10,000--15,000 frames were recorded using a sCMOS camera (total time \~10--15 min). Raw data were preprocessed to reduce background signal and single pixel characteristics intrinsic to sCMOS cameras by subtracting the average of the image stack from each individual frame.

For the final reconstruction of a *d*STORM image at least 10,000 frames are analyzed by the open source reconstruction software rapidSTORM[@b30][@b33]. Images were corrected for sample drift by assuming linear drift using the built-in drift correction of rapidSTORM.
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![Correlating 3D-SIM and *d*STORM images of a rat liver sinusoidal endothelial cell (LSEC).\
(**A**) Maximum intensity z-projection 3D-SIM image of a 4-color-stained fixed rat LSEC. The nucleus was stained with DAPI (blue), actin filaments with Phalloidin-Alexa488 (green), membranes with CellMask Orange (white), and tubulin structures with anti β-tubulin mouse antibody followed by an anti-mouse IgG-Alexa647 antibody (magenta). The maximum intensity z-projection corresponds to a sample thickness of 750 nm. (**B**) Maximum intensity z-projection 3D-SIM image of the tubulin channel from (A) compared to the *d*STORM reconstruction (**C**) of the same cell. (**D**) Enlarged 3D-SIM and (**E**) *d*STORM images of the ROIs (dashed-line boxes) shown in (**B,C**). The *d*STORM image shows a direct correlation with the corresponding 3D-SIM image, but with an optical resolution of approx. 20 nm. Note that the *d*STORM image is obtained in HiLo mode, where in thicker parts of the cell not all of the entire volume of the cell is illuminated, resulting in small differences between the images. The single frame exposure time of the *d*STORM image was 20 ms and a total of 10000 frames were used for the reconstruction. The sample was mounted in Vectashield.](srep16279-f1){#f1}

![Comparison of 3D-SIM and *d*STORM images of fenestrations in rat LSECs stained with Vybrant DiD.\
(**A,C**) 3D-SIM and corresponding (**B,D**) *d*STORM images of a fixed rat LSECs stained with Vybrant DiD. The cells were mounted in the reducing buffer OSS + MEA (see Materials and Methods). (**C,D**) show enlarged views of the corresponding ROIs shown in (**A,B**). The 3D-SIM image is a maximum intensity z-projection image of a 500 nm thick part of the cell. The exposure time for a single *d*STORM frame was 20 ms and 15000 frames were processed to reconstruct the images shown in (**B,D**).](srep16279-f2){#f2}

![Stitching of multicolor 3D-SIM super-resolution images aids in the search for sieve plates in LSECs.\
(**A**) Seven multi-color maximum intensity z-projection 3D-SIM images of LSECs were stitched together to produce a large-scale overview image. The fixed rat LSECs were stained for membranes (CellMask Orange, white), actin (Phalloidin-Alexa488, green) and tubulin (mouse anti-β-tubulin and anti-mouse-Alexa647 antibodies, magenta). Scale bar: 10 μm.(**B**) Enlarged view of the ROI shown in (**A**). Tubulin is shown in magenta. (**C**) Corresponding *d*STORM reconstruction of the tubulin network. (**D**) Zoomed view of the β-tubulin channel (magenta) outlined in the 3D-SIM image in (**B**). (**E**) Corresponding *d*STORM image of β-tubulin. The line indicating the location of the cross-section has a length of 330 nm. (**F**) The line sections of the 3D-SIM and *d*STORM tubulin channels show the resolution enhancement achieved by *d*STORM (green line) compared to 3D-SIM (magenta line). The exposure time for a single *d*STORM frame was 20 ms. 10000 frames were used for the reconstruction.](srep16279-f3){#f3}

![Comparison of cellular features imaged by different super-resolution microscopy modalities.\
(**A**) Nine multi-color maximum intensity z-projection 3D-SIM images of fixed rat LSECs were stitched together to produce this overview image. The cells were stained for nuclei (DAPI, blue), actin (Phalloidin-Alexa488, green) and membrane (DiD, magenta). (**B**) Enlarged 3D-SIM view of the ROI shown in (**A**) highlighting how fenestrations are surrounded by actin fibers. (**C**) is the corresponding *d*STORM image of the DiD membrane channel. (**D**) is an enlarged view of the ROI shown in (**B**). (**E**) Plot of the line section shown in (**D**) comparing the actin (green) and membrane (magenta) channels of the 3D-SIM image. (**F**) Overlay of the actin channel from 3D-SIM (**D**) shown in green and the membrane channel of *d*STORM ((**C**), outlined box) shown in grey. (**G**) Plot of the line section shown in (**F**) comparing the 3D-SIM actin (green) and *d*STORM membrane (grey) channels. (**G**) The actin line (green) shows the same trend as the membrane *d*STORM line (grey), which suggests that actin filaments support fenestrations.](srep16279-f4){#f4}
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